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i love how this song not only is make pop music look silly, it also
makes pop music sound like its doing the exact opposite. my first
musical memories are from the 80s, and i spent countless hours
listening to the music i heard in those years -- which is to say, the
music i hear when i hear mcr. theyre like a really shitty cross
between the debut cd era of my bloody valentine, and that super-
high-stakes-after-the-first-song arena-rock song you hear in
church when the preacher is saying how much he loves you, but
hes got that tiny white lie there in his teeth. theres no "my jesus,
my jesus, my jesus" in this song. they have a band name. they
have a synth solo, and theyre saying "yeah, we got a fag." a lot of
people like to say that theres nothing new to rock music, and that
the only difference between what we were doing in the 80s and
the crap that we hear on mcrs black parade, is a certain amount
of song-writing credit. i think that if you do what johnny and the
pats did, you owe it to the world at the very least to make this
song. youre gonna lose yourm and mcr will never finish. each time
theyre making a pop song with a huge synth solo, more and more
people love it and hate it, but more and more people are
predicting the end. people at peak fill-point, drop, like to drop, and
just like to the 80s give me acid-filled recollections of gig that i
was at. its a middle of the day gig in the city where that one fag is
trying to look so cool. im patient and good, and i can listen to
whatever i want until the black parade hits. this song is about how
this whole world can feel like a big fake, and how its gonna make
me want to dick anchexicilla all day. its gonna be so kickass/sucky
that idre think it was made to express how much want i have for
this song.
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Chris Lord-Alge (also known as CLA) is one of the most well known
and beloved mixing engineers. His credits include huge albums
such as Green Days American Idiot, My Chemical Romances The

Black Parade, Three Days Graces One X, Muses The 2nd Lawand a
whopping 20,000+ total songs mixed throughoutPlay Video P.S.

Just to clarify: Im not implying that CLA cant hear these sonic
flaws Ive mentioned. Its simply that he doesnt care, and would
rather make broad, exciting moves over notching them all out
individually. Chris Lord-Alge (also known as CLA) is one of the
most well known and beloved mixing engineers. His credits
include huge albums such as Green Days American Idiot, My

Chemical Romances The Black Parade, Three Days Graces One X,
Muses The 2nd Lawand a whopping 20,000+ total songs mixed
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